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GRB 190114C
a peculiar environment to explain the VHE emission?

C. Thöne (IAA-CSIC),
A. de Ugarte Postigo (IAA-CSIC),
HETH & the Stargate collaboration

GRB 190114C
•
•

Detected by Fermi/GBM, triggered Swift

•
•

Long: T90 = 361s

•

z=0.4248 (X-shooter, Selsing et al. GCN 23695)

Also observed by AGILE, INTEGRAL/
SPI-ACS, Insight-HXMT, KonusWind
The Astrophysical Journal, 890:9 (19pp), 2020 February 10

Eiso = (2.4±0.05)×1053erg,
Epeak = 998.6±11.9 keV
Consistent with Amati relation

Ajello et al. 20

MAGIC collaboration 2019

GRB 190114C
•
•

z=0.4248

•

VHE in excess of extrapolation from
afterglow
-> Inverse Compton?

First VHE detection (0.3-1TeV) 1min
after the GRB!

Lightcurve

SED

de Ugarte Postigo et al. 2019

The host galaxy
•
•
•
•

(disturbed?) spiral galaxy
interacting companion
Strong CO emission
< 200 pc from galaxy center
nuclear star cluster?

HST and CO (ALMA) images

CO(3-2) comp.

Usually small offset from center
CO(3-2) host
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Thöne et al. in prep.

A strange
environment
• X-shooter spectra
(Stargate collaboration):
5.15 h and 3.25 d
• additional NOT (55min) + GTC
• low z → no Lyα
• Fe, Ti, strong CaII+NaD
• emission lines from host
(see de Ugarte Postigo et al. 20)

Thöne et al. in prep.

A strange
environment
• TiII and Ti fine structure lines
never seen before
(possibly in any astrophysical source)
• High excitation lines of FeII
(up to FeII12s!)
• low S/N in second spectrum

Thöne et al. in prep.

A strange environment
• TiII finestructure lines never observed
before
• FeII finestructure lines to very high levels
• Excited HeI* and HeI**
• Many components and
peculiar velocity field
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Thöne et al. in prep.

High extinction
•
•

Very strong absorption

•

EWNaD= 9.4 Å
Afterglow: Av=2.07mag
MW-like bump
(➢ EWNaD= 1.4 Å)

DIBs (never observed in
GRBs!!)

rison & McCammon 1983). Within our formalism, this is equivalent to the approximation that the time and frequency-dependent
optical depth can be decomposed as ⌧ (⌫, t) = NH (⌫), where
(⌫) is the average cross section at frequency ⌫ weighed by the
element abundance and it is assumed to be independent of time,
i.e. independent of the ionization state of the elements3 . We can
then write the time-dependent column density in each observation band [E1 , E2 ] as
⌧
⌧ (⌫, t)
NH = NH (0)
,
(1)
⌧ (⌫, 0) [E1 ,E2 ]

Vreeswijk et al, Thöne et al. 2011, Campana et al. 2020

Absorber distance from GRB?
GRB 190114C:
N

drops

~ factor 2 in 10 s
Clumpy absorber?

GRB 090426:

Time dependent
Lyα absorption

3

Note that this approximation is equivalent to assuming that the composition and temperature of the absorbing gas does not change with
21
time. The same assumption was made in fitting the data with the
ztbabs package for X-ray absorption.
Article number, page 4 of 6

NHI in cm-2

Fine-structure lines of FeII etc.
excited by UV pumping by GRB
-> N or even N(t)

where the brackets indicate the average over the corresponding
energy band.
We consider two types of environments, a wind (which may
be expected for massive stars) and a uniform medium, the latter
distributed between a minimum and a maximum radius. We vary
the latter in the range 1018 cm  Rmax  1021 cm. For each
value of Rmax , we then vary the minimum radius in the range
0.05  Rmax /Rmin  0.95.
A wind-like density profile is described by n(r) =
n0 (r/r0 ) 2 . From a few test runs, we were able to immediately
establish that a wind profile, evenHX
with extreme values of the initial column density NH (0) = 1025 cm 2 is ruled out by the data,
5
since in a wind most of the absorbing material is concentrated
close to the source, and hence a sizable change in NH happens
on a very short timescale. Therefore we focused our analysis on
a uniform medium. The set up is such that it includes both the
cases of a typical, extended interstellar medium, as well as that
Fig. 3. Top: Results from the MCMC simulation for modeling via timeof a thin shell, as envisaged in some models for GRB progen- dependent photo-absorption. Bottom: Corresponding best fit model
itors (Vietri & Stella 1998). For each combination of radii, the from photo-absorption. The large 2red ⇠ 5 shows that time-dependent
number density of neutral material prior to the burst onset is then absorption is not a good explanation to the observed time-variable abgiven by n = NH (0)/(Rmax Rmin ).
sorption.
We performed an MCMC analysis to determine the preferred
values of NH (t = 0) and Rmax . The results are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3. The corresponding best fit is displayed in the a physical point of view, this result can be understood in light
bottom panel. As visually evident, and formalized by a reduced of the fact that photoionization is most effective during the early
2
red ⇠ 5 (with 8 degrees of freedom), a photoionization model
times, when the source is brighter. Hence the model predicts an
is not a good explanation for the observed column density vari- early decline, while the data show it at later times, when the flux
ability. The L-shaped isocontours in the corner plot reflect the is much weaker. Additional strain with the data is caused by the
fact that a constant value of absorption (vertical part of the "L": fact that a late decay of the column density is better explained
19
NH ⇠ 7 ⇥ 1022 cm 2 , Rmax >
235 ⇥ 10 cm) provide only a if the absorber is confined within a very thin shell. At the same
slightly worst fit than the case of a higher initial column at lower time, such configuration implies a very high density medium,
GRB
radii that is progressively eroded by photoionization (horizontal
in which recombination is relatively fast. Recombination of free
part of the L, shown also in the22
bottom panel of Fig.190114C??
3). From electrons onto ions is, as a matter of fact, the reason for the in-

20
19

<

crease of column density observed at late times in Fig. 3. We
conclude that time-dependent photo-absorption is not a good explanation for the observed NH variability. In the following, we
discuss some alternative explanations.

GRB 090426
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Other VHE GRBs - not so easy??
GRB 160821B (z=0.162):
short, offset from host, weak VHE
GRB 180720B (z=0.653):
H.E.S.S. detection, non-dusty environment
GRB 190829A (z=0.078):
in spiral arm of huge galaxy
high extinction (AV1.5 mag, EWNaD 1.7 Å)
DIBs!
high NHX and time variation
GRB 201216C (z=1.1):
high extinction, too high z for DIBs
high NHX and time variation (~ factor 4)
unfortunately low S/N spec, only CaH+K

Conclusions
VHE photons inverse Compton from interaction with CSM?

•

Interacting, starforming, dusty host
with companion

•
•

Peculiar location in galaxy core

•

High extinction, but not matching afterglow
with sightline

•
•

DIBs

Highly excited states of TiII (and FeII) never
observed before, exited HeI lines

VHE production
related to
dense CSM &
interaction with it?
Absorbing material
very close to GRB?

Varying X-ray absorption

What about other GRBs at VHEs??
Are the ultimately similar or are there different processes??

